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ABSTRACT 

The paper outlines the historical development of Kenyan 

land tenure reform in relation to a group of smallholders in 

Maragoli. The transformation of common property into private 

property has not completely destroyed the authority of local 

institutions in matters of land tenure and land use. 

Customary social obligations have continued to play a role 

in the decision-making processes of smallholders in 

Maragoli. The government in Kenya continues to be uninformed 

by the socioeconomic realities that affect smallholders. 

Agrarian law and administration should be built on the kinds 

of agricultural systems that are being practiced by the 

majority of the population in Kenya. 
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INTRODUCTION 

An integral part of colonization in Kenya revolved 

around issues of land tenure. For the European settlers in 

East Africa, a British model of freehold tenure was 

fundamental to the security and viability of lazier-faire 

capitalism. From the beginning of British colonial rule in 

Kenya (circa 1900), agricultural development was focused on 

the production of high value cash crops for export. The 

communal nature of indigenous land tenure supposedly impeded 

this form of economic development. The transition from 

communal tenure to private tenure was considered a natural 

and inevitable process. As a result, both the colonial and 

post-colonial governments in Kenya have attempted to 

transform communally owned resources into private property 

through nation-wide land tenure reforms. 

Today, the Kenyan government is continuing to impose a 

singular land tenure system for all of Kenya based on the 

British model. In practice, there are a plurality of land 

tenurial arrangements happening "on the ground". There are 

also a variety of land uses that the government is equally 

unlikely to support. Rural farmers have not simply become 

absorbed into capitalist relations of production. Instead, 

indigenous groups like the Luhya have adapted to the 

imposition of British property laws by re-articulating 
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customary land rights under conditions of population 

pressure and resource scarcity. It is the policies of the 

state and not the practices of rural farmers that have 

served to impede economic growth in Kenya. As I will attempt 

to show in this paper, the types of land use and land tenure 

systems that farmers in Maragoli, Kenya (see Figure 1) have 

adopted are economically efficient and highly adaptable 

systems that serve not only to secure the rights of 

individuals but the community as a whole. 

The content of this paper is divided into two main 

sections. The first section, History and the Imposition of 

Property Law, outlines the development of colonial land 

tenure policies in Kenya from 1900 to 1963. It also 

describes the ideologies upon which agricultural development 

and land tenure laws were based during colonial times. The 

second section. Smallholder Adaptation, outlines the types 

of agricultural development pursued by the Kenyan government 

since 1963, the year of independence from Britain. The goal 

of this section and the paper as a whole, is to elucidate 

the effectiveness in which farmers in Maragoli have adapted 

to changes imposed upon them by the state. 
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Figure 1; [Taken from Were 1967:28] 
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HISTORY AMD THE IMPOSITION OF PROPERTY LAW 

The British were the first foreign power to impose 

their political authority upon the societies in the interior 

of East Africa. Although the Omanese had settled communities 

on the Kenyan coast as early as 900 AD, they indirectly 

traded with societies inland through other Arab merchants. 

When the Portuguese arrived on the scene in the sixteenth 

century they established forts and outposts exclusively on 

the coast in order to safeguard sea-going mercantile 

enterprises. The British, however, had much wider economic 

goals, which they believed neccesitated the political 

domination of the entire region. With the declaration of 

East Africa as a protectorate in 1895, the British Crown 

declared virtually all the lands in the region as "lawfully" 

under its control. 

The Foundations of Colonial Land Tenure Policy 

The actions of colonial administrators in Kenya were 

based upon certain ideologies about social change that they 

brought with them from Britain. Theories of the time 

promoted a unilineal model of social evolution that was 

supposed to apply to all human societies. According to these 

theories, societies based on corporate identity and 

emotional/customary authority would evolve into ones based 
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on individual identity and rational/legal authority (Maine 

1873;Spencer 1958;Weber 1981). The countries in Western 

Europe and North America represented the most evolved or 

••modern" societies because they had already achieved these 

transformations. 

Sir Henry Maine's comparative study of social 

institutions piroved to be an important building block for 

the development of a polar model of social change (1873). He 

promoted the idea that societies based on •'status^^, where 

authority was grounded in the religious prescription of 

descent groups, would inevitably evolve into societies based 

on "contract'^, where free Individuals enter in legal 

contracts. African land tenure, according to the British, 

was dependent on social status while private property was 

based on an economic contract. 

Another unilineal evolutionist. Max Weber, helped to 

reify the distinction between traditional and modern 

societies. The "traditional" societies of the world were 

characterized by emotional, family based systems of 

authority while "modern" societies demanded an 

entrepreneurial personality type in which authority was 

based on rational-legal contracts (Weber 1981). The 

emergence of the modern state was consequently related to 

the rise of capitalism and guided by the principle of 

capital accumulation. 
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To Herbert Spencer, change was not only inevitable, it 

operated on a rhythmatic equilibrium between evolution and 

dissipation. According to his model of social evolution, 

when a population increases beyond its resource level, there 

will be a struggle for survival in which only the fittest 

will survive (Spencer 1958). States must therefore evolve 

toward greater individual freedom because societies based on 

laissez-faire capitalism emerge as the highest form of 

social life. The process of natural selection would 

gradually remove societies based on communal values. This 

sounds more like a myth than a theory. The prime function of 

Western myths, according to Barthes (1973), is to give a 

historical intention a natural justification. 

Private property was considered to be part of the 

natural development of a "civilized" and therefore 

evolutionary forward moving society. Privatization refers to 

the "increasing of rights of an individual to restrict 

others' access to use, use of, and control over land" 

(Shipton 1989:13). The notion of private property as an 

innate right of every individual was deeply imbedded in 

nineteenth century political theory (Macpherson 1978). Sir 

F.J.D. Lugard, a prominent colonial official of the time, 

typified this perspective: "the process of natural 

evolution, leading up to individual property, may, I 

believe, be traced in every civilization known to history" 
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(Lugard 1922:280 quoted in Shipton 1988:96). In contrast, 

the kinds of tenure enjoyed by African "savages" were, in 

the words of one British colonial official, "miserable and 

precarious" (Macpherson 1978:51-52). In Kenya, Africans as a 

whole were characterized as uncivilized because they 

retained strong corporate identity and had rights to common 

property. The British believed that common property 

resources were not protected or managed by anyone, and 

therefore doomed to over-exploitation (Thompson 1993:107). 

This "customary" form of tenure was considered economically 

stagnant and evolutionary backward. 

The perception that private property was naturally 

superior to other forms of land rights was prominent in many 

colonial situations. Hartley Crawford, an ex-commissioner of 

Indian Affairs for the U.S. government, reported in 1838 

that "common property and civilization cannot coexist" 

(Officer 1971:25). An Indian who owned his land could 

"become a yeoman farmer, a highly desirable and civilized 

status" (italics added 1971:24). At the same time in Mexico, 

President Benito Juarez advocated a very similar attitude 

with respect to land reform (Officer 1971:24). Mertz 

(1988:666) has noted that the ideology of white colonialists 

in the U.S. and South Africa was that only "civilized" 

people could own land and determine their own political 

fate. The colonial expansion of Britain into East Africa was 
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justified on these same legal-ideological grounds. 

According to a 1833 decision of the British 

Government, protectorates like Kenya did not have the power 

to alienate land from societies within their jurisdiction 

(Ghai and McAuslan 1970:25). As a consequence, the British 

needed a legal justification for appropriating land from 

indigenous societies in East Africa. In 1899 legal officers 

of the Crown declared that protectorates "without a settled 

form of government" contained radical title and could thus 

alienate or dispose of any land it deemed as unoccupied or 

unowned (1975:25). If the colonial government could 

characterize African societies in this way, then they would 

have the legal authority to commandeer their lands. 

Characterizing African Land Tenure 

In Kenya, land alienation and commercial agricultural 

production have developed hand in hand with the legal 

discourse justifying the economic and moral superiority of 

private land tenure. In the eyes of the colonial government, 

Africans did not own private property. In West Africa, the 

1898 Report on Land Tenure declared that "individual 

ownership of land is quite foreign to native ideas" (Chanock 

1989:68). Within the legal framework of the colonial state, 

African land rights were dominated by common property and 

usufructuary tenure. The rights of individuals were 
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therefore limited to the use of family property and 

dependent on membership in the political community (Chanock 

1991:68). 

In reality, the Lvihya and other agrarian societies in 

Kenya had forms of private property long before the arrival 

of the British (Kenyatta 1965:27;Overton 1988;Shipton 1989; 

Wagner 1970). In his ethnography about the Kikuyu, Jomo 

Kenyatta identified a form of private property in which "the 

individual owner" acquires land "by purchase or through 

inheritance" (1965:23). Communities like the Maragoli had 

also allowed forms of private property inheritance and 

exchange before the British came, but they often drew the 

line at alienating land. The community itself, as 

represented by a council of elders, was responsible for 

providing a subsistence base for all of its members. 

Shipton has created a scheme to classify the different 

types of African land rights among agrarian societies in 

Kenya (1988:94; also see Mair 1957 and Gluckman 1961:78). 

According to this scheme there are three main types of 

rights to land: rights of transfer; rights of 

administration; and rights to use (and often disuse). The 

right to transfer land is imbedded in practices of family 

inheritance (fathers to sons) and allocation (fathers to the 

rest of the household), as well as community administration 

(by council of elders). 
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Customary law in Maragoli dictates that land be 

administered by the common elder of the patrilineage. He 

controls the type and extent of land use and administered 

cultivation rights in the community. Rights of access to 

communal property were generally regulated by ̂ ^usufruct** 

rules, that is the right to use land was determined by 

membership in social institutions like the tribe, clan, 

lineage, or family. 

Rights of use often varied according to the type of 

land use activity. For example, a man who had inherited land 

from his father had secure cultivation rights to an amount 

of land large enough to comfortably feed his family. At the 

same time, people produced food not only for household 

consumption but also for local markets or to meet some other 

social obligations. Rights of access to community resources 

like forests or surface water was also strictly determined 

by ethnic, clan, lineage or other affiliations. 

According to colonial officials in Kenya, common 

property was supposedly characterized by insecure tenure, 

over exploitation, and under production. Communal tenure was 

considered insecure because the rights of the community were 

believed to supersede the rights of individuals. 

Consequently, individuals have less incentives to invest in 

land that they do not exercise control over. 

Until the nature of African land rights were 
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transformed by the British, land degradation due to over 

exploitation had never been a serious problem in East 

Africa. Unlike Hardin's "tragedy of the commons" (1968), the 

designation of a resource as common property does not mean 

open access to anyone. "Common property is owned and 

regulated by a corporate group...who cooperate in excluding 

non-members and derive joint benefits from the resource" 

(Netting 1993:173). In addition, economic relations of 

production among many African societies are intricately 

intertwined with genealogical relationships and other social 

affiliations (Gluckman 1969:261-262; Bohannon 1964). It was 

this interlocking nature of land tenure that colonial 

officials believed impeded economic development among 

Africans in Kenya. 

Land that was not held in private ownership was viewed 

by the British as essentially unoccupied and undeveloped. 

Sir Phillip Mitchell, the governor of colonial Kenya during 

the first decade of the twentieth century, shared this view; 

"It is a historical fact that the lands we have turned into 

farms were vacant lands when we came here" (italics added 

Okoth-Ogendo 1979:179). It was therefore the "right" of 

capitalist states to expand their territories so the land 

could be put to more productive use. By characterizing 

Africans as an "uncivilized" people who had not evolved the 

institution of private property, the British could justify 
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giving greater power to the state to steal land from 

indigenous societies. 

British Land Tenure Law In Kenya, 1902-1953 

This was the justification used for the implementation 

of the Crown Land Ordinance (CLO) of 1902 which allowed the 

colonial government to alienate land in Kenya for the 

purposes of state business and European settlement. 

Considerable areas of land were set aside for settlers under 

this law, including many freehold estates (Ghai and McAuslan 

1970:80) The British Crown wanted to attract settlers to 

Kenya to produce agricultural commodities such as cotton, 

rubber, sisal, tea and coffee for export to Europe and 

America. Indigenous systems of land tenure were seen as an 

improper basis for this type of agricultural development 

because they lacked the concept of private property. The 

colonial government believed that settlers would not have 

the incentives to invest in land unless they were given a 

"secure" basis for capital investment, which private 

property provided. 

In 1908, the Land Titles Ordinance required those who 

privately owned land to lodge claims so they could be 

adjudicated and registered to,owners. Because such 

information was not generally passed to indigenous Africans, 

only Europeans, Arabs and Islamicized Africans (since the 
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information was largely passed in mosques) were able to have 

not only their own land, but also land belonging to others, 

adjudicated in their favor (Kibwana 1990:235). The 

introduction of a land tenure system similar to that 

existing in Britain allowed European settlers to invest 

their financial resources without constraint (Kibwana 

1990:23). The majority of settlers began to arrive in Kenya 

when the Crown Land Ordinance (CLO) of 1915 extended land 

leases from 99 to 999 years. Many of these people came from 

the Dutch areas of South Africa, but the majority were from 

Britain. As these laws were enforced, Africans began to 

become "legally" displaced from land that had once been 

under their control. 

The Crown Land Ordinance of 1915 proved to be one of 

the most influential colonial policies when it instituted a 

system of 24 African reserves, judicially referred to as 

"native lands", which were held in trust by the colonial 

government. The reserve system was very similar to the 

establishment of reservations in the United States or 

homelands in South Africa. All Africans in Kenya were forced 

to live on these reserves, which were vaguely divided along 

existing ethnic and linguistic lines. These were often areas 

unsuitable for European cultivation or that had not yet been 

cultivated. Until the time that Africans had "developed" 

individual rights to land, they were prevented by the 
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colonial government from owning land outside the reserves. 

The colonial government continued to have ultimate rights of 

disposition of land on these reserves. Although in theory 

these laws preserved the land rights of native populations, 

in practice, the indigenous societies of Kenya were 

considered to be tenants at the will of the Crown. 

With the establishment of the reserve system, the 

state, rather than lineage or social affiliation, proposed 

to be the source and guaranteer of land rights. Yet, 

agricultural law and administration in Kenya were devoted 

primarily to guaranteeing the land rights of European 

settlers. Africans were denied both rights in land and 

control over its administration. 

The division of land into African reserves and European 

lands set up a dual economy. African agriculture was almost 

wholly neglected while the development of settler 

agriculture became one of the major goals of the colonial 

government. Most of the government's resources were put into 

the settler agro-economy. African tenure systems were viewed 

as subverting "proper" land use and agricultural development 

because: access to land use encouraged fragmentation 

(cutting down on returns to labor and time); communal tenure 

was conducive to incessant disputes; and inheritance 

procedures encouraged sub-division of land holdings into 

units of sub-commercial size (Okoth-Ogendo 1976). On the 
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other hand, settler land tenure was individual land tenure 

and settler agriculture was oriented towards the production 

of cash crops. Since European settlers were given individual 

title they were enabled through British property law to 

acquire land, leases, loans, and other resources from the 

government. The growing of cash crops was always titled 

towards large, and thus white, farmers who grew pyrethrum, 

sisal, coffee and tea for external markets in the U.S. and 

Britain. The colonial government discriminated against 

Africans in the provision of transport, marketing services, 

and through the control of prices. The official neglect of 

African agriculture lasted until the end of World War II. 

Capitalism in Kenya was predicated on European settlers 

owning the land (and therefore the major means of 

production) while Africans provided labor. As early as 1901, 

poll and hut taxes imposed by the colonial government forced 

Africans either to grow their own crops for the market, 

engage in wage labor on settler farms, or go into debt by 

purchasing credit. People had to assure ways to gain cash to 

pay the taxes for fear that the British would deprive them 

of their farmland or domestic animals. Yet, the colonial 

government imposed a number of laws prohibiting Africans 

from growing cash crops. As a result, most Africans sought 

jobs on settler farms or in urban areas to pay taxes, school 

fees, or other cash needs. 
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The colonial government in Kenya prevented Africans 

from dealing commercially in land or growing cash crops 

through the legal fiction of colonially inforced "customary" 

law (Chanock 1991:69). Maintaining customary law on the 

African reserves was part of the Kenyan government's policy 

of subsidizing a labor force to work on the settlers farms. 

Settlers even promoted the idea that the produce from 

African farms would be of too low quality for international 

markets. Not only could African agriculture provide 

competition for settler agriculture it had the potential of 

diverting funds away from the settlers' farms. 

A prime example of customary law that was created by 

the colonial government in Kenya was the establishment of 

chieftaincies as an administrative arm of the colonial 

government. These chiefs acquired administrative control 

over land on the reserves. The policy of making a chief a 

trustee of community land was entirely new to tribes like 

the Kikuyu and Luhya (Kenyatta 1965:33). Control over land 

distribution had previously been vested in local 

institutions like elder councils. On the reserves, however, 

these local organizations continued to play a role in 

administering land rights. British laws governing the 

reserves excluded non-Africans and other African communities 

from acquiring land rights. As a result, it became 

impossible for Africans to acquire permanent rights of 
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access elsewhere. 

At the same time, access to improved health care 

resulted in lower infant mortality and high population 

growth among many African societies. Consequently, 

population densities rose within the fixed boundaries of the 

reserves. As population densities soared, the land rights of 

individuals become more well-defined. The tightening of 

individual land rights caused a concurrent loosening of 

competing kin group or community claims (Shipton 1989:31). 

Population growth in areas of resource scarcity also 

influenced farm families to intensify and diversify 

agricultural production (Boserup 1965;Netting 1993). 

As the settlers moved in, Africans became more and more 

alienated from the most arable land in the country. Although 

the Massai had a greater portion of stolen from them, the 

Kikuyu were the most severely affected by land alienation. 

The agriculturally rich uplands that constituted 20 percent 

of the country and became known as the "white highlands" had 

previously been Kikuyu land. Due to the nature of their 

pastoral economy, the Massai were able to stay aloof from 

the colonial political economy. There were some groups, like 

the Nandi, who fought vehemently against the British. A 

series of wars (referred to as "pacification" wars) between 

the British and native Africans lasted until the 1930's. 

In 1938, new legislation imposed under the Native Lands 
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Ordinance provided that "every tribe, group, family, and 

individual shall have all the rights which they enjoy or may 

enjoy by virtue of existing native customary law" (Okoth-

Ogendo 1978:153). However, Africans were prohibited from 

holding land directly until such time that their concept of 

property "developed" to be like British property systems. 

Original title to the "native lands" could not, in the eyes 

of the colonial state, be vested in the natives themselves. 

Europeans could acquire rights equivalent to private 

property but Africans continued to be governed by customary 

law, even though the 1938 Ordinance made it clear no power 

of disposition could be exercised under that law. 

The courts slowly injected British property concepts 

into customary forms of tenure on the reserves. These 

included concepts of prescription, limitation, and even the 

power of outright disposition. The Native Tribunal Ordinance 

of 1930 enabled the administration to issue "clarifications" 

and "directives" into customary law. Indigenous law was 

applicable in so far as it was not "repugnant to justice" 

(Okoth-Ogendo 1978:160). This repugnancy clause remains part 

of Kenyan law today. 

Rapid reduction of available land that resulted from 

settler alienation impeded the adoption of new agricultural 

techniques on the reserves. Population pressure, which had 

become acute by the mid-1940's, helped to fuel land 
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scarcity. There was less and less land available for 

communal use. Customary rules of succession and inheritance, 

in which sons inherit a division of their father's land, 

further exacerbated land fragmentation and sub-division. 

Farmers on the reserves began to intensity production 

through the cultivation of hillsides that had formally been 

used for communal grazing or timber grounds, and through 

intercropping techniques. The consequent effect of bringing 

more land under cultivation was to create a situation of 

family control that was analogous to private ownership. This 

weakened indigenous authority by eliminating the control 

functions of local institutions like elder councils in 

matters of land use. The economic base of indigenous 

authority was further undermined by the introduction of new 

land use patterns. The most significant changes were felt 

with the introduction of cash crops on landholdings that 

were becoming more exclusionary under private ownership. 

These changes altered the social order so radically that 

indigenous systems could "no longer be used to co-manage 

economic activities within the reserves" (Okoth-Ogendo 

1978:159). The control structure of agricultural land 

use was transferred to enable family heads rather than clan 

elders to exercise greater administrative sovereignty over 

cultivated land. Rural communities adopted new techniques 

for identifying and adjudicating disputes. For example, 
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since communal land for public grazing was scarce or non

existent, local communities created new techniques for 

grazing. Once a plot had been harvested it become open for 

public grazing until the planting of the next crop. This is 

true even today in densely populated areas of Maragoli, 

where land is almost totally held through individual titles. 

As early as the 1920s, Africans began to both 

"illegally" grow cash crops on their farms and to insist on 

the registration and adjudication of land under their 

control on the reserves. One Luhya movement. The Young 

Kavirondo Association, endorsed the privatization of land 

tenure in western Kenya as early as 1920 (Shipton 

1988:104;Ogot 1963:261-62). The rise of cash cropping on the 

reserves helped to further individualize tenure among 

Africans. Cash crops like coffee took many years to mature 

before they could be harvested. Ownership of the land on 

which these cash crops grew became more permanent because 

the products of these fields were the exclusive property of 

individual men. As more and more men alloted their land for 

cash crops, the rights of women became more insecure. 

By the late 1940s, population pressure, land scarcity, 

and the growth of cash cropping on the reserves were already 

strengthening the position of the individual against both 

family and local political authorities. As nuclear families 

and individuals gained importance and power under conditions 
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of resource scarcity, they did so in alliance with the state 

as opposed to affiliation with lineage or clan organizations 

(Shipton 1989:32). Under these conditions, the commercial 

transfer of land became more coiamon. Land was generally sold 

by the economically distressed and not by entrepeneurs eager 

to accumulate land. In spite of this, colonial officials 

continually insisted that these kinds of land sales were 

impossible under customary law. 

It was the enhancing of the right of individuals to 

transfer and use land outside the local web of social 

affiliations that grew under colonial rule. Still, many 

communities retained common property institutions and social 

affiliations that cross-cut the growing tendency towards 

privatization. As a result, a tension arose within the Luhya 

community, between the ideology of the tribe and the 

economic ambitions of many of its members (Chanock 1991:70). 

Similar conflicts have arisen among Chatino Indians in 

Oaxaca, Mexico as communal property was transformed into 

private property through the introduction of cash cropping 

(Greenberg 1989). 

In the late 1940's, Africans started to protest the 

poor conditions that had developed on the reserves. 

Government agronomists initially believed that problems on 

the reserves were linked to population growth and a need for 

improved technology. Eventually, colonial administrators, 
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guided by state agronomists, decided that it was African 

land tenure itself that was the cause of these problems. The 

1950 Report of the Committee on Agricultural Credit for 

Africans maintained that the adjudication of land claims, 

consolidation of fragmented landholdings, and subsequent 

registration of adjudicated claims would provide incentives 

for Africans to begin productively investing in their land 

(Ingham et al 1950). 

The colonial government realized as early as the 1930s 

that the potential of settler agriculture was not being met. 

When the conditions grew worse on the reserves in the late 

1940's, the colonial government saw an opportunity for land 

tenure reform in the African reserves as a means to augment 

the settler sector of the economy. Colonial agronomic 

experts advanced the argument that the best way to correct 

the problem of land use among Africans was to reform the 

tenure system (Kibwana 1990:236). These agronomists 

persuaded colonial administrators that "proper" husbandry 

under local tenure was unrealisable. 

Individual tenure was expected to provide incentives 

that would catalyze the African farmer into long term 

investments into the land. In this case, long term 

investments meant commercial agricultural production, even 

though such production was essentially short term, being 

dependent on access to capital, government policies, and the 
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shift in market demands. Individual tenure was also supposed 

to cause the consolidation of individual land holdings into 

farms that were big enough to be commercially viable. High-

value cash cropping among Africans took off in Kenya in the 

I950's and 1960's, after the restrictions on coffee and 

other high value cash crops were gradually lifted under the 

Ten Year Plan of 1946. 

The Swynnerton Plan 

The government took heed of the agronomists 

recommendations and drafted the Swynnerton Plan in 1954. 

Land reform in Kenya served as a political tool to combat 

the growing discontent on the reserves. Swynnerton 

maintained that redistribution of land was not a 

precondition to economic growth and progress on the African 

reserves. He believed that the conversion of lands in 

"problem" areas into individually owned units would lead to 

incentives for intensifying commercial production. The plan 

required all farmers in Kenya to adjudicate and register all 

their landholdings. The authors of the Swynnerton Plan 

considered privatization of land (and a resulting 

concentration of landholdings) to be a "natural and 

inevitable process" (1989:2). The same arguments are heard 

in Kenya today as the registration of rural land continues. 

Swynnerton and his colleagues did not recognize the 
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changes in land use and tenure that had already been 

occurring on the reserves. Cash cropping and the 

privatization of tenure among Africans actually predated the 

land tenure reform, although the incidence of both continued 

to rise as the reform was implemented. In response to 

growing land scarcity and population pressure, Africans 

living on the reserves began to emphasize their individual 

rights while at the same time retaining some communal 

control over land. As more and more Africans began to claim 

individual rights to land they held under permanent 

cultivation, the idea that African cultivators held secure 

rights as individuals gained acceptability, though the 

rights recognized were still characterized as usufructuary 

(Chanock 1991;70).For example, although some Africans held 

private title under Crown grant, this title reverted to 

communal tenure upon their deaths. 

The policies of the Swynnerton Plan continued to be 

included into laws like the Land Registration Ordinance 

(LEO) of 1959 and the Registered Land Act (RLA) of 1963. The 

LEO left inheritance and succession rules to customary law. 

The RLA created one substantitive property law for all of 

Kenya based on a British freehold tenure. These laws were 

also intended to convert communally held property into 

individually owned property. Agronomists and government 

officials believed that the continued registration and 
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adjudication of land would accomplish this goal. This 

process continued to transform land into a marketable 

commodity and allowed landowners to transfer title to gain 

development credit. However, little or no resources were put 

into infrastructure, extension advice, and the dispersal of 

loans and equipment to smallholders. 

British colonial officials believed that the 

transformation of African land tenure from a socioeconomic 

into a primarily economic arrangement was essential for 

economic growth to occur in Kenya. The land rights of the 

dominant societies in Europe and America were strictly 

economic in nature, "entailing privileges but no 

obligations" (Leopold 1948:203). The British freehold model 

of tenure, for example, is an exclusionary form of tenure in 

which individuals assert an almost god-like authority over 

land. By severing land rights in Kenya from the web of local 

social relations, entrepeneurs would have the freedom to 

invest in their land for the purposes of cash cropping. The 

perception being that the more importance farmers give to 

private ownership in land the more likely they are to 

benefit from commodity exchange. 

The Swynnerton Plan was clearly not a simple exercise 

in transforming the technical description of title or the 

structure of agriculture, it was an attempt to restructure 

society as a whole. Colonial officials viewed economic 
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stagnation among indigenous societies in Kenya as a 

consequence of their "historical backwardness". According to 

this line of thought, developing societies needed to 

overcome the conservative and traditional nature of their 

social structures, cultural values, and political 

institutions (Shannon 1989:5). Modern economic institutions, 

on the other hand, were characterized by transferable 

property, the commercialization of agriculture, and the 

reduction of the agricultural labor force (Shannon 1989:4 

based on Moore 1974:94-118 and Applebaum 1970:46-50). 

These development policies which were promoted by 

British colonial officials in Kenya during the 1950s, were 

shaped by modernization theories (Shipton 1989:2). 

Modernization refers to: 

the 'total' transformation of a traditional or 
premodern society into the types of technology and 
associated social organization that characterize the 
'advanced,' economically prosperous and relatively 
politically stable nations of the Western world...It 
is...a general transformation of the conditions of life 
and the way life is socially organized (Moore 1974:94 
quoted in Shannon 1989:2). 

These transformations were based on the historical changes 

that had occurred in the West between the sixteenth and 

twentieth centuries. Although new theories of development 

have arisen over time (Cardoso and Falleto 1979; Frank 1969; 

Wallerstein 1974), the ways in which development is pursued 

has remained much the same since the late 1940s. 
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One of the first prominent theorists associated with 

modernization was the sociologist Talcott Parsons (1951). He 

developed a system of five "patterned variables" which 

supposedly helped to clarify the differences between 

traditional and modern societies. His models of social 

change portrayed a world in which social evolution was 

primarily an enhancement of societal adaptive capacity. He 

believed that the personalistic sources of authority 

characteristic of "traditional" societies are replaced by 

the rational, legal, and impersonal bases of authority found 

in "modern" societies (Klaren 1986:10). Because the elements 

of social systems were interrelated, once one element 

changed the others had to change (Parsons 1951). A 

traditional country must therefore not only adopt modern 

economic institutions and relations of production but also 

modern social, cultural, and political values. These values 

changes would characteristically be represented by a shift 

from a collective to a individual identity. Like the 

historical events that modernization theory was built on, 

the values it promoted were the ones prominent in the West. 

The economist Walt W. Rostow (1960) proposed that both 

modern and traditional societies followed the same unilineal 

stages of social change. According to Rostow, developing 

societies must meet the requirements for "takeoff" into 

self-sustained growth (1957). All societies passed through 
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three successive stages of economic growth: pre-condition; 

takeoff; and self-sustained growth. Takeoff occurs when a 

number of economic conditions are met by the developing 

society. These conditions include: initial capital 

investment, development of leading economic sectors, capital 

accumulation, a high rate of savings, fostering 

entrepreneurial values, and the development of secondary 

sectors. Rostow assumed the "developing" countries of the 

world could replicate these stages by "developing policies 

to increase capital accumulation and investment as well as 

to foster entrepreneurial values" (Klaren 1986:9). The 

ultimate goal of Rostowian growth was to increase per capita 

output to accomplish a self-sustaining capitalist economy. 

Rostow acknowledged that development was likely to 

require changes to political and social institutions 

(1956:25). Not only did takeoff require capital accumulation 

and entrepreneurial investment, but also the development of 

one or more substantial manufacturing sectors (Rostow 

1956:31). Manufacturing was meant to include large-scale 

mechanized ("modern") agricultural production. Takeoff must 

therefore coincide with industrial development and a 

concurrent increase in job availability. These jobs will 

slowly accommodate migration from rural areas, where land is 

being consolidated and agricultural production is becoming 

more "efficient". 
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Modernization theory, as represented by Rostowian 

growth, proposes that those with "higher propensity to seek 

material advance and to accept innovation" (Rostow 1956:33) 

will be the ones to accimulate capital. These are the 

entrepeneurs who will invest in domestic commerce and 

industry, thereby spurring economic growth. Proponents of 

modernization promote the "shift of income flow into more 

productive hands" (Rostow 1956:34). Not suprisingly, those 

with capital already to invest end up accumulating more 

capital. Economic growth, however, is dependent on the hope 

that some of these people will invest their profits back 

into the domestic economy. 

For takeoff to occur, a communities surplus production 

must not flow into "the hands of those who will sterilize it 

by hoarding, luxury consumption, or low-productivity 

investment outlays" (Rostow 1956:35). In Kenya, where 

political corruption is rampant and very little is done by 

the government to benefit the majority of the population in 

rural areas, successful entrepeneurs have done exactly that-

hoarded their capital. Adjacent to the very densely 

populated areas of Maragoli is a very large unused and 

unoccupied piece of land, privately owned by a Kenyan 

general. He has let this land lie fallow for close to 30 

years without concern or care about his land scarce 

neighbors. According to Rostow, agricultural entrepeneurs 
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must be individual landowning farmers. In this case, the 

consolidation of landholdings and the introduction of 

private property, has not led to a more "efficient" use of 

land. Instead, those with access to political power and 

capital have accumulated land without concern for any kind 

of "productive" land use. 

Rostow believed that social and political progress was 

driven by primarily economic processes of production, 

investment, and consumption. Parsons believed that a 

societies value system was a key variable in its potential 

for development. For modernization theorists, the values and 

structures of traditional societies had to be transformed 

because they served as an impediment to innovation. Colonial 

policies in Kenya, which were informed by nineteenth 

European theories of social evolution, characterized 

indigenous social and economic institutions as arbitrary and 

inefficient. These were the supposed institutions that the 

modernization theorists believed would serve as impediments 

to economic growth. 

According to modernization theorists, the availability 

of a surplus over the mass consumption level forms the 

building blocks of investment. Rapid economic development in 

Europe was built upon high levels of income and of 

agricultural land per capita. However, economic growth in 

the technologically advanced countries of the West proceeded 
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only with the aid of the surpluses it extorted from the 

societies it exploited (Chirot and Hall 1982:82). Until the 

1950s, indigenous societies in Kenya had been prevented from 

accumulating capital (including land) by over 50 years of 

repressive colonial policies. If traditional economies 

consumed all that they produced, leaving little for 

investment and growth, as the modernization theorists 

proposed (Black 1966:18), it was more a result of 

historically unequal relations between societies rather than 

characteristic of one society in particular. 

Governments and agencies that have transformed 

modernization theories into policies, programs, and projects 

ignore equity issues arising over access to land and jobs. 

Problems of distribution are supposedly settled by the 

market through what neo-classical economists call 

"comparative advantage". Yet, economic relations between 

countries of the world are markedly unequal. Existing 

industrial and manufacturing powers had the capital to 

extend their markets and dominate trade and commerce in 

foreign countries (Chirot and Hall 1982:83). The expanding 

countries of Europe needed economically "backward" countries 

to extract surpluses from which to fuel their own expansion. 

These supposed backward countries produced raw materials and 

agricultural commodities for external markets in the West. 

In colonial Kenya, people were coerced to sell their labor 
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cheaply, technology in rural areas stagnated, and capital 

was withdrawn toward the rich countries of the West. 

Although there were numerous critiques of modernization 

theory, some general criticisms arose in the 1960s and 1970s 

(Frank 1969; Cardoso and Falleto 1979). Modernization theory 

was faulted for overemphasizing stability in society, being 

ahistorical, and misrepresenting supposed traditional 

societies. By the time of tenure reform in the 1950s, 

agrarian societies like the Luhya could be characterized as 

neither traditional nor modern (Chirot 1977;3-6;Wolf 

1982;386-391;Sanderson 1988;40). Theorists from Latin 

American and other areas proposed some improvements to the 

existing development paradigm. New models of development, 

according to these theorists, should be grounded in history, 

recognize that the "developing" countries were not the same 

as societies" in the past, look at relations both within and 

between societies, and recognize systems of power and 

exploitation that are inherent in these relations. 

The dependency theorists rejected the modernizationists 

assertion that the lack of entrepreneurship and capital 

accumulation in the "third world" was due to archaic 

cultural and social institutions among societies in the 

periphery. The impoverishment of the third world was a 

consequence of the development and growth of the West. It 

was capitalist expansion during the Age of Imperialism (the 
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sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries) that was central to 

these societies stagnation. In the dependency theorists 

view, economic and other relations between the modern 

capitalist countries of the core and the traditional 

countries of the periphery were essentially exploitative 

(Frank 1969). Countries in the core colonized the periphery 

to serve as sources of raw materials and agricultural 

commodities as well as markets for the core's manufactured 

goods. The structure of the colonial export economy locked 

countries like Kenya into unequal economic relations with 

countries in Europe, thereby making it impossible to 

replicate the evolutionary experience of the West. At the 

same time, colonial administrators excluded Africans from 

owning land and accumulating capital. The social and 

political structures of Kenya were designed to reinforce an 

economy based on export. 

Two of the most prominent dependency theorists were 

Enrique Cardoso, a Brazilian sociologist, and Enzo Faletto, 

a Chilean historian. Like other dependency theorists, they 

emphasized the inequalities of wealth that was inherent in a 

development that derives from capitalist expansion (Cardoso 

and Faletto 1979:ix). Their principle contribution was to 

add a socio-political aspect to the economic analysis of 

modernization theorists. Uneven development was, in fact, 

inherent to capitalist economics. Foreign investment in 
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developing economies ended up internationalizing the 

domestic market, thereby creating a market dominated by 

foreign entrepeneurs. Cardoso and Faletto emphasized both 

the historical transformation of social structures as well 

as the structural conditions of social life. The capitalist 

economic structures that had historically been created by 

colonial officials in Kenya were in essence unequal and 

exploitative. 

Another critic of modernization theory was Andre Gunder 

Frank (1969). He believed that the rich countries derived a 

system of trade and investment that benefits their 

corporations and economies at the expense of poor countries. 

Developing countries generally receive low prices for goods 

they export but must pay high prices for goods they import. 

When connections with the developed countries were severed, 

developing countries experienced marked autonomous 

industrialization and growth (Frank 1969:10). The economies 

of countries like Kenya were viewed as dependent on the 

wealthy nations for markets, even though payments to 

peripheral countries continued to be low because prices for 

their goods were low. Several countries in Latin America 

pushed import substitution industrialization (ISI) to 

promote the development of domestically produced consumer 

goods. The rise of multinational corporations after World 

War II and the invasion of foreign capital further 
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exasperated the situation by destroying competition in the 

internal markets of developing countries (Cardoso and 

Faletto 1979). Current development policies in Kenya 

continue to promote the production of raw materials and 

agricultural commodities for export, further perpetuating 

the system of inequality (Monk 1993ipersonal communication). 
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SMALLHOLDER ADAPTATION 

Entitlement and registration of land in Kenya has 

neither eliminated customary forms of land tenure nor 

spurred much commercial investment in land. Although 

registration has expanded economic opportunities for some, 

through the accessibility of loans and extension advice, 

most Kenyans still believe that the land is still a 

community or family asset (Okoth-Ogendo 1978:161). Instead 

of growing high value cash crops, private property owners in 

Maragoli continue to devote the majority of their land to 

the production of food crops for household consumption. 

Capitalist relations of production have not simply replaced 

all other forms of social relations, rather "they have been 

brought into being with great difficulty, at much cost, and 

in the face of considerable resistance" (Williams 1988:352). 

Like 70 percent of the farmers in Kenya today, the 

Maragoli practice intensive, permanent, diversified 

agriculture on relatively small farms in an area of dense 

population (Barnes 1983:41). This kind of "smallholder" 

production has served as a means of adapting to population 

pressures, resource scarcity, and land tenure reforms. Gavin 

Williams (1988) has described the adaptive nature of family 

farms in Nigeria which have been subject to similar 

problems. However, smallholders have been characterized as 
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unproductive on the grounds that they use too much labor, 

they do not produce a large surplus for the market, and they 

do not make rational economic and scientific decisions about 

production and innovation (Netting 1993:20). 

Intensive agriculture is indeed very labor intensive. 

Within the context of excess labor, land scarcity, and lack 

of off-farm employment, the Maragoli would appear to be 

making rational and efficient decisions regarding land use. 

In addition, production per unit of land is relatively high 

among smallholders, and may even be higher than more 

extensive, technologically advanced systems (Netting 

1993:8). Not only is smallholder intensive cultivation 

productive, it is also a reliable system upon which capital 

poor but labor rich farmers can depend. It is these 

agricultural practices, and the values that inform these 

practices, that Kenyan government officials still believe 

are preventing smallholders from the innovations necessary 

for land consolidation and economic growth. Consequently, 

they have been underrepresented in economic development 

schemes and misrepresented in agrarian laws and 

administration. 

Since independence in 1963, the Kenyan court has 

interpreted property laws in two ways. The majority of 

judges on the High Court have ruled that customary land 

claims are extinguished by private title. A minority view is 
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that customary land claims have simply been transformed by 

land tenure reform into another series of rights; "the 

registered holder under individual tenure is deemed to hold 

the land in trust for those who had access to it under 

customary law or customary land rights are considered as 

overriding interests which can still be enjoyed by their 

owners not withstanding their non-registration" (Kibwana 

1990:239). The majority of the High Court bench is clearly 

out of touch with the socioeconomic environment in which 

smallholder communities make decisions regarding land 

tenure. 

The Land Group Representative Act of 1968 was an 

attempt to accommodate some features of customary land 

tenure into the imposed British system. It was initially 

designed for pastoral communities in order to assure that 

grazing land could be registered corporately. Whenever land 

is sold, traded, leased, or sub-divided the consent of a 

land control board is required. These boards are meant to 

withhold dealings where the seller has no alternative job, 

where the buyer has sufficient land already, or when 

involved family members disapprove. However, since land 

already registered is excluded from this clause, these 

panels have been largely ineffective in resolving disputes. 

Although failure to obtain consent of a land board to a 

transaction renders any dealings with that land null and 
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void and could render them liable to prosecution, many 

smallholders still engage in transfers that are not 

"legally" binding in the eyes of the state. 

The process of consolidation in areas of resource 

scarcity created a "clandestine" land market in which 

parcels of fragmented land that could not be physically 

exchanged were simply sold to other people within the 

adjudication area (Okoth-Ogendo 1978:164). Farmers disguise 

land sales as loans, rentals, or pledges (Shipton 1989:59). 

In Maragoli, smallholders have transferred and sub-divided 

landholdings without giving notice to government 

authorities. Shipton has noted that data extracted from the 

government's land registries is "generally out of touch with 

real land use and tenure on the farms" (1988:95). Government 

maps of agricultural holdings, when produced, do not 

necessarily correspond to the actual divisions and 

subdivisions of land holdings that exist in many densely 

populated smallholder areas like Maragoli. One of the 

primary factors in this increasing partition of land is the 

continuation of customary laws of inheritance. Even with 

individual title, many families continue to sub-divide land 

that was intended to be occupied and used by only one 

household. Family and other social obligations, although 

altered, have not simply disappeared with the privatization 

of tenure. 
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Customary institutions regulating land tenure have re-

articulated themselves in response to the changes imposed 

upon them. Parker Shipton (1989:12) has noted that in 

Africa, "groups like clans, lineages, or ethnic societies, 

continue to reappear" often in adaptation to new 

institutions like land adjudication committees. Colonially 

and nationally imposed local administrators have overlaid 

but seldom expunged the local modes of leadership and land 

control. Development policies have continued to be out of 

touch with the socio-economic environment in which 

smallholders make decisions. Government institutions are 

only part of this environment. 

In addition to the institutions of the state, 

smallholders make decisions regarding their landholdings 

with respect to the associations, networks, and obligations 

that exist at the local level. In crowded parts of Maragoli, 

voluntary associations that cross-cut kin groups have taken 

on multiple functions including personal emergency aid and 

funeral financing. Churches and clubs have replaced lineage 

associations as a means of mobilizing farm labor. Activities 

like reciprocity, barter, and share contracting are not 

simply dissolving with the spread of land markets. 

Smallholders like the Maragoli continue to be bound 

within local structures of patronage and brokerage 

(Fitzpatrick 1980:21). Land rights can exist as title deeds, 
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tax validations, land registries that are enforceable under 

laws of the state. However, it is not the land rights that 

are sanctioned by the state, but the rights recognized and 

respected by one's neighbors that are fundamentally 

important to smallholders in Maragoli. The kinds of loaning 

and leasing that Netting has observed among the Kofyar of 

Nigeria (1993:160), which allow new or land scarce 

households to acquire the use of land without removing it 

from the control of its owners, are also characteristic of 

Maragoli. As a result, rights to privately owned farm land 

are often partitioned among household members, temporary 

cultivators, or community members. Access to forest land, 

surface water, or rights of grazing on fallow land are 

restricted to neighbors and close family members. These 

rights are protected and enforced by village elders who form 

local institutions based on clan and other social 

affiliations. These elder councils not only help to maximize 

"aggregate returns" but they also help to conserve the 

resources owned in common. Privately owned land in Maragoli 

is still subject to communal rules of use, assuring that 

land is not left fallow when it is needed. 

The colonial and post-colonial governments in Kenya 

both over exaggerated the insecurity of title that "plagued" 

landholdings under customary law. Security of tenure can 

exist without title. Title to land in Maragoli was recorded 
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in the collective memory of people and institutionalized 

within the social structure of the community. Shipton has 

noted that "most authorities on African land systems agree 

that such insecurity has not been a usual or chronic 

condition of African smallholder economies" (Shipton 

1989:14). There has in fact been much good development in 

land held under customary law. The Chagga's production of 

coffee for export under a customary system of tenure is one 

example (Moore 1986). The Kofyar in Nigeria produce 

surpluses for the national market using only hoes and 

household labor (Netting et al 1989). 

Land tenure reform has actually decreased the security 

of land tenure for women. Under the Maragoli's customary 

system of land tenure, women have secure rights to cultivate 

land owned by their husbands in order to feed their 

families. The state altered the structure of access to land 

in the family economy by vesting ownership rights in adult 

males without at the same time giving adequate protection to 

the de facto or potential rights of women and children. 

Today, women in Kenya produce 80 percent of the food crops 

in the country but have private title to only five percent 

of the land (Davison 1988:157). In addition, the products of 

cash cropping are owned almost exclusively by men. As land 

has become a scarce resource and men assert their individual 

rights to property, husbands have increasingly ignored their 
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wives claims of ownership. 

Former patterns of land use were based on upon 

principles of social obligation and responsibility (Davison 

1988:172). As a result, there was considerable social 

pressure on male landowners to provide their wives land to 

cultivate food for household consumption. The Swynnerton 

Plan's emphasis on cash cropping marginalized women's 

position as food producers (1988:173). Although women can 

currently own land, few have the collateral necessary for 

such a purchase. Not suprisingly, most of the agricultural 

cooperatives formed in Maragoli are made up primarily of 

women, who often need to pool their resources in order to be 

viable food or cash crop producers. 

The expropriation of local rights by the state and 

rapid and continued privatization have also seriously 

weakened access to common property resources (Arnold 

1991:8). Nearly everywhere privatization, encroachment, and 

government appropriation have taken resources out of common 

use. The poor are usually more heavily dependent on these 

resources and therefore are the most heavily impacted by 

individual tenure. Without the securities of communal 

resources on high quality land, many farmers in Maragoli 

have become increasingly poorer. 

Through land registration and adjudication, the 

colonial government in Kenya has transformed land into a 
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market commodity. The severing of land tenure from local 

administration and obligations has led to debt relationships 

and eviction, speculation at the expense of smallholders, 

and inequalities in land distribution. 

One of the only secure forms of capital that most 

Maragoli hold is land. In order to engage in cash cropping, 

smallholders must acquire credit to purchase fertilizers, 

pesticides and high yielding seed. To acquire credit, most 

Maragoli have to put the little land they have up for 

collateral. As a result, the incidence of indebtedness among 

smallholders in Kenya has risen sharply since land tenure 

reform began in the late 1940s (Kibwana 1990). 

Private property has actually reduced security and 

increased landlessness by making it easier to sell out to a 

wealthier buyer in hard times. Poor smallholders often sell 

land to more well off neighbors in order to meet civil or 

social obligations such as taxes, school fees, or 

subsistence. In addition, registered individuals "abrogate 

and appropriate the group land rights of the family" 

(Kibwana 1990:238). In 1972, the ILO estimated that 

seventeen percent of all Kenyan households had no land 

(Migot-Adholla 1979:162). These landless people have 

historically migrated to urban areas in search of work, 

further exacerbating crowding and landlessness in the 

cities, where there are a paucity of jobs to soak up the 
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surplus labor. "Privatization or individualization of land 

ownership for purposes of introducing and developing the 

free enterprise system has...led to the genesis of 

landlessness...where employment opportunities... are not 

visibly expanding" (Kibwana 1990:232). 

Not only is there a high degree of landlessness, there 

is also significant inequalities in land distribution. In 

fact, under three percent of the countries farms occupy over 

30 percent of the arable land (Hunt 1984:252). These 

landholdings average between 1,000 and 25,000 hectares 

(Kenya 1985:103). In contrast, 84 percent of the 

landholdings in Kenya are under one hectare. 

Kibwana has identified some other instances where group 

tenure still exists (1990:240). These include: land still 

held under family tenure that has been unconverted to 

individual tenure; competing court claims which indicate 

that family tenure has not totally been extinguished; even 

in instances where a family head is registered as the 

individual owner, there are still many areas where members 

of the family continue to enjoy rights of access to land 

which existed under customary law; cooperatives which 

exploit land as a group are analogous to customary 

practices. Although some land still remains under customary 

law, government policy is currently geared towards 

converting such land to private property. 
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African land tenure reform remains a major government 

priority even today. The numerous state, province, and 

district development plans enacted since independence 

reflect this commitment. The Kenya Development Plan of 1974 

states: "One of the requisites of successful farming is a 

system of land tenure which encourage investment in the land 

and enables it to be used as a negotiable asset. Traditional 

forms of land tenure inhibit this" (Kenya 1974:78) 

The cornerstone of agricultural development in Kenya is 

increasing productivity per unit of land for the purpose of 

generating higher agricultural income and employment (Mbithi 

and Barnes 1975:123). However, increasing employment per 

unit of land is not among the objectives and there is no 

special attention given to labor intensive techniques 

(Laurenti 1974:18). In fact, there is a remorseful trend 

towards more capital intensive development. Smallholders are 

supposed to contribute to this economic process by growing 

high value cash crops which they sell to middlemen who in 

turn sell these goods to large export companies. This cash 

cropping situation, in which smallholding communities become 

insulated from the larger economic and political structures 

of the state, is characteristic for smallholders in other 

parts of Africa (Gbor 1990), Asia (Netting 1993:232-260), 

and the Americas (Greenberg 1989). 

The predictable outcome of capital-intensive 
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development is that increasing outputs will be produced with 

constantly declining inputs in labor, causing high rates of 

unemployment in the agricultural sectors. Divisions such as 

Vihiga, in which Haragoli takes up the largest area, already 

exhibit population densities of about 1,000 people per 

square kilometer. The surplus labor in this population often 

migrates to urban areas due to lack of either land or rural 

employment. 

The 1989 Kakamega District Development Plan (KDDP), 

which describes state policies and expenditures relevant to 

the Maragoli, acknowledges that laborers from the large 

school-age population cannot be absorbed by the agricultural 

sector and this has caused increased rural to urban 

migration. The KDDP encourages "greater production of cash 

crops... improving farming techniques and developing 

agro-based industries" as a means to create jobs and curb 

increased out-migration (Kenya 1989:34). 

The KDDP identifies "poor crop husbandry" as the cause 

of low yields among smallholders. As a solution, the plan 

recommends that farmers plant mono crops of tea and coffee. 

In addition, the use of improved techniques like 

fertilizers, pest controls, and high yielding seed will help 

to raise yields and farm income (Kenya 1989:40). The capital 

outlay required year after year for this type of agriculture 

is difficult or impossible for many smallholders to meet. 
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The tendency of agricultural research projects to be capital 

intensive often benefits those individuals with ready 

capital to invest like large scale fanners and 

agribusinesses. 

Wealthy Kenyans with access to political, educational, 

and legal resources, have better chances than most of being 

able to accumulate land and capital (Shipton 1988:93). Rural 

residents who have access to civil service jobs, local trade 

networks, or other forms of cash income have a significant 

advantage in developing and expanding their farm resources 

(Kitching 1980). Although land tenure reform, particularly 

the registration of individual title, has now affected 

nearly all agricultural areas, farmers in marginal and low 

potential lands have had hardly any visible benefits (Migot-

Adholla 1979:163). In some areas where farmers have 

benefited from being "progressive" they have adopted the 

changes more readily. However, where these changes have not 

penetrated as deeply or have not been as beneficial, people 

are less likely to adopt them as quickly. 

In 1990 Maragoli smallholders were continuing to devote 

most of their land to crops for household consumption (see 

Appendix A). Their farms are characterized by the intensive 

multi-cropping of food crops, large household gardens, water 

catchment techniques, the use of compost for fertilizer, and 

in some cases the production of high value cash crops like 
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coffee and tea for sale in local and international markets 

(see Appendix A). This form of intensive agriculture 

provides high yields from fields that are sustained by 

thorough tilling, fertilization, irrigation, drainage and 

terracing (Netting 1993:3). 

Development plans in Kenya fail to take into account 

the features of smallholder agriculture like the ability to 

bear risk, labor constraints, symbiotic crop mixtures, and 

diet requirements that determine the management criteria and 

levels of resources used by local farmers (Altieri 1983). 

These are all elements of an agroecosystem which is not only 

adaptable but also provides security for its farmers. The 

Kenyan government has systematically disregarded indigenous 

knowledge when addressing issues of agricultural 

development. Local ethnoscientific knowledge of soils, 

rainfall, crop variations, and pests have not been 

appreciated by government officials (Richards 1985). The 

generation of technologies well adapted to the needs of 

smallholders must emerge from integrated studies of the 

natural and socioeconomic circumstances that influence their 

farming systems and dominate farmer responses to new 

technologies. 
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CONCLUSION 

The Kenyan government continues to insist that private 

property forms the building blocks for economic growth and 

progress. The process of transforming communally held 

property into privately held property is now so heavily 

entrenched in policy and practice as to make further 

privatization seem inevitable (Shipton 1989:8). Not 

surprisingly, this land tenure arrangement has benefited 

those already having the ability to invest and acquire land. 

The situation of rural farmers in Maragoli is 

frighteningly similar to the plight of Chatino Indians in 

Oaxaca, Mexico (Greenberg 1989). Both of these indigenous 

groups have been forced to adapt to the penetration and 

development of capitalist formations such as private 

property. Before the arrival of the Spanish in Mexico, 

access to land, labor, and goods was locked up in social 

relationships, in much the same way as Maragoli (1989:161). 

The ideologies associated with mercantilism that the Spanish 

brought to Oaxaca, turned resources, land and labor into 

market commodities "that could be individually owned and 

appropriated" (1989:161). In both Maragoli and Oaxaca, the 

introduction of private property and law did not completely 

destroy older forms of land tenure. 

As the registration of rural land continues in Kenya, 
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the basis of political power is undoubtedly shifting from 

indigenous groups to the state. Yet, many native Kenyans 

have a very limited stake in the state system, and so they 

continue to look at customary relations and law, no matter 

how re-defined and re-constituted, for security of life and 

property. Local institutions regulating land use and tenure 

have proven to be "resilient, flexible, and adaptable" 

(Shipton 1989:14). 

The Kenyan government has not been able to effectively 

take over authority in land matters as easily expected. 

Although the Kenyan courts have consistently ruled that land 

registration destroys customary land tenure and claims, in 

practice, a myriad of tenurial arrangements exist that 

incorporate elements of both systems. This plurality has 

served as a form of resistance to the state's authority. 

The colonial government itself had been predominantly 

extra-legal. Policies regarding ownership of land were 

determined administratively by committees without the 

assistance of a clear definition of African land rights. In 

contemporary Kenya, the legacy of these colonial policies 

lies in the lack of laws and policies specifically directed 

to the needs and problems of smallholders. Laws in Kenya 

should be re-written to incorporate the various forms of 

tenure practiced on the local level. Women's legal rights in 

land must also be expanded in order to assure that they 
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share equally with men the benefits of development (Davison 

1988:173). In light of the benefits that smallholders like 

the Maragoli have actually received from land tenure reform, 

it might not be wrong to openly question the usefulness of 

"development" itself. 
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APPENDIX A:MARA60LI SMALLHOLDINGS 

Between October 1989 and May 1990, I spent fourteen 
weeks in Maragoli, Kenya working as a research assistant for 
the Population Studies and Research Institute at the 
University of Nairobi. One of the researchers hired me to 
diagram the farms and homesteads of the 17 focal households 
included in her study of fecundity, household labor, and 
population growth. My experiences in Maragoli formed the 
intellectual catalyst for this paper. 

Included in this appendix, are diagrams I made of seven 
homesteads in Igunga, Maragoli between October 1989 and May 
1990. I measured the size and area of the homestead, 
agricultural fields, orchards, and gardens of seventeen 
households in Igunga as part of a Family Planning study. 
Unfortunately, my diagram key, field diagrams, land use 
measurements, and cropping histories were all lost. Only 
these 9 diagrams remain. The scale for each map is the same 
and is included in the upper left hand corner of the first 
map. 

The people of Maragoli occupy four locations (each 
extensively dissected for administrative purposes into 
sub-locations, villages and sub-villages) of Vihiga division 
in the southern region of Kakamega district in the Western 
province of Kenya (see Figure 1). Kakamega district's 
population has grown from the recorded figure of 782,586 in 
1969, with an average density of 241 people per square 
kilometer, to the estimated population in 1989 of 1.69 
million, with an average density of 521 people per square 
kilometer (p/km2). This gives an increase of 38.8% and a 
growth rate of 3.3%. (KDDP 1989). Within Vihiga, the 
population density has gone from 696 p/km2 in 1979 to 937 
p/km2 in 1989 with an estimate density of 1093 p/km2 in 1993 
(KDDP 1989). 

I have made some conclusions about land use among 
smallholders in Maragoli from these diagrams. Number one, 
there is some significant differentiation in the size of 
smallholdings in Igunga. Number two, farmers in Maragoli 
plant polycultures and practice soil conservation by 
building water catchment ditches. Number three, smallholders 
in Maragoli are intensive cultivators. 
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